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but not the fact that they collected more trash than ever
’ve lived in my home for 21 years and don’t
before. I mulled over this conundrum when reading
really know my neighbors. Not the humans
Heal the Bay’s blurb about the cleanup event:
who live in the house next door, but the four“Near-Record Turnout Yields 40,000 Pounds
legged creatures who carouse throughout the
of Trash in 3 Hours! Our final totals are in for
canyon all day and night. One recent night I was
our 29th annual Coastal Cleanup Day. Some
lying awake at 3:45 am staring at the ceiling when I
13,342 volunteers joined us last Saturday
heard the unmistakable growl of a bobcat just outside
morning at 75 sites spread all across Los
my bedroom window. There were no accompanying
Angeles County. Thanks to their hard
sounds like that from a prey animal who could have
work, we removed 40,066 pounds of
been a meal, or the swish of a tail as the cat ran off. I
ocean-bound debris from our shoreline
was transfixed though stretching my ears as far as
and neighborhoods. Among
I could to identify any other possible sounds in
the oddball items found this
the otherwise quiet night. I love that mammals
Bobcat
(Lynx rufus)
year: chainsaws (Palos Verdes),
are crisscrossing our canyon searching for food,
wedding rings (various sites) and
shelter, and mates. My immediate human neighbor has lived
three live mice in glass bottles (Malibu)”. One year I hope to
next door since March. When he moved in he hooked up a
report that we had record breaking volunteers at Crystal Cove
critter cam and has shown me some cool shots of a skunk,
SP, but they were bored to tears because there was no trash at
raccoon, opossum and even a bobcat crossing his tiny green
all on the beach to pick up!
space in the direction of my abode (and then poof, the animals
disappear out of the camera frame.)
Football season is also “celebrated” in September as colleges
and high schools are back in full in swing. While preparing for
It’s quite appropriate
our annual cleanup event I was delighted to read that Clemson
that California Coastal
University in South Carolina made the environmentally correct
Cleanup Day (3rd
decision to end a three decade long tradition of releasing
Saturday of each
helium balloons at each home football game. Environmental
September since
groups have long scorned the cringe worthy launches citing
1985) comes on the
the danger to marine animals as well as the aesthetically
heels of the very busy
unpleasing after effect. When balloons are released into
summertime. As more
the atmosphere, they don’t disappear (what goes up, must
and more people flock
come down) and often end up in waterways alongside turtles,
to the beaches to enjoy
recreational activities they
often leave their trash
behind. Our hard working
maintenance crew is then
charged with picking up
the unsightly debris and
have been working “triple time” to keep our beaches clean
and litter free. Even so, last Saturday our 385 volunteers still
managed to pick up 334 pounds of trash along the shore, in
the wrack line, on the bluff trail and around the parking lots.
To say we had more volunteers than ever is a good thing,
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dolphins and
many other
species of marine
life. The balloons
from Clemson
University were
discovered, year
after year, a
couple of hundred
miles away on the
South Carolina
coastline,
within
the home
range of the
endangered
Loggerhead
Sea Turtle.
Because
sea turtles
dine on sea
jellies, they
often mistake
balloons (and plastic bags) for their favorite food. Once eaten
however, the turtles can’t digest the synthetic material which
stays lodged in their digestive track and ultimately leads to
starvation. In my marine debris school program I ask the
students what time of year they think we find more balloons
on the beach than any other time of year. My favorite reply
is “birthdays” which of course makes sense to a 2nd grader,
but since there are birthdays every day of the year, is not
the correct answer. My informal, but accurate assessment
after walking the beach here at CCSP for so many years, is
that we find the most balloons littering the beach at the
end of May/beginning of June which is when young people
are celebrating both the prom and graduation. I’ve heard
that balloons are next on the list of plastics that are being
phased out across this country, which in my opinion is a good
thing based solely on the stats from our annual cleanup just
this year. According to the 2018 data collection form (Alex
painstakingly tallied the data cards from the 385 volunteers
who participated in our event) volunteers picked up 403
cigarette butts, 319 plastic food wrappers, 46 plastic take away
containers, 164 plastic bottle caps, 103 plastic lids, 69 plastic
bottles, 155 plastic packaging material, 1,947 tiny plastic
pieces, and 29 balloons.

Amongst their many inspiring projects, National Geographic
has a web site chock full of cool games, quizzes, tips and
other fun and educational materials to convey the message
that single-use plastics wreak havoc on the Earth. Recently I
checked out the site and was intrigued by a quiz found under
Classroom Resources; the Kids vs. Plastic part of the Planet or
Plastic initiative. While answering the questions to determine
how much I actually knew about plastic, I learned that Norway
recycles 97% of all plastic water bottles and therefore wins
the “green country” prize. Of course, Norway has 5,353,363
residents whereas the 2018 US census counted more than 327
million people (no excuses just an observation.) Given that
plastic is made from oil and natural gas (non-renewable
resources) people across the globe are developing innovative
technologies to use renewable materials and focusing on

The Guardian

using new types of “plastic” made from corn, potatoes, sugar
cane and jute, the fiber used in burlap. An article in the
Los Angeles Times highlighted the benefits of using this
eco-friendly fabric (a fiber extracted from a reed and found
almost exclusively in the swamps near Kolkata, India) which
is being touted as a reusable material and as an alternative to
plastic for shopping bags, home furnishings, diapers and even
sanitary pads. With California having already banned plastic
shopping bags at most stores and a global push to reduce
plastic products jute might be the fabric of the future.
We don’t always find trash littering the beach and sometimes
are fortunate enough to discover an organism that actually
belongs there. While walking along the sand in front of
the Historic District with other staff a few weeks back we
stumbled upon an unusual looking insect in the sand. My
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Pictured Rove Beetle
(Thinopinus pictus)
Ian Bernstein

colleague took a photo of the bug and sent it to iNaturalist and
immediately received a confirmed identification. According
to the apps entomology experts, the unknown bug was a
Pictured Rove Beetle (Thinopinus pictus,) a flightless beetle
that preys primarily on beach hoppers (by ambushing them,)
but also eats other insects living on the beach wrack, and
hunts at night. Rove Beetles are tiny, wingless insects that live
in the high to mid intertidal zone and blend perfectly into the
sand with their browninsh/tannish color, which is perhaps why
I have never seen this organism before.
Had I been walking on the beach last Wednesday, I would
have witnessed a unique and frenetic site right off the Historic
District. Alas, I was not one of the lucky spectators who
saw a large pod of Eastern Tropical Pacific (ETP) Orcas, a

species that rarely ventures
this far north from their home
base in Mexico and Central
America. And although seeing
Eastern Tropical Orca
these Orcas was undoubtedly
((Orcinus orca))
exhilarating, it came at the
expense of some of our favorite
marine mammals; Bottlenose
Dolphins, who fell prey to these Killer Whales (also called
Wolves of the Sea.) Apparently the hunting technique
was intense and violent and seemingly strategic and wellcoordinated. One witness who was paddleboarding near
the killing scene (this may have been in Dana Point or San
Clemente where the Orcas also attacked dolphins) even said

he would rather have been in the water with sharks than
these Orcas. According to a boat captain from Dana Point he
saw “a large pod of Common Dolphins nearby, and suddenly
they started stampeding, moving swiftly apart as if their
lives depended on it.” To those watching the carnage it was
clear when a dolphin had been taken as an oil slick appeared
on the water’s surface and the strange smell of watermelon
permeated the air. Sad as we may feel, Orcas are predators
and although some Orca families are fish eaters, others like the
ETP species feed on large and charismatic marine mammals.
The onset of autumn means lots of things in the park. Soon
fall migrants will begin passing Crystal Cove on their route
to warmer places (and will hopefully make a rest stop for our
avian viewing pleasure.) Our first tarantula of the season has
already been spotted on Moro Ridge (this is the time when
males go in search of love,) and the Crystal Conservancy hosts
the annual Soiree fundraiser. The event is sold out for this year,
but Opportunity Drawing tickets to win a three-night stay
in historic Cottage #14 are still available. Click here for more
information. Tickets must be purchased over the phone by
calling 949.376.6200 x201.
September 7 was the first day of school in Laguna Beach and
the last time I will ever experience a first day of school as a
mom. My son Zack began his senior year in high school and
after 13 years he and Alex will have completed their studies at
Laguna Beach Unified School District. Each first day of school
from elementary to middle to high school, my husband and
I have snapped a photo of our boys in the same spot in our
driveway under the palm tree. This final photo session made
for a bittersweet moment for me as Zack was the sole model.
As motivational speaker Denis Waitley said: “The greatest gift
you can give your children are the roots of responsibility and
the wings of independence.”
So let it be said, so let it be done…
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